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very polite she always said, ‘Excuse me, please,’ before asking…”1 
 

This thesis is dedicated to my parents, who have always answered my many curious 

questions and have endlessly encouraged me to bravely pursue any questions they could 

not answer for me. 

                                                
1 Jean Richards, How the Elephant Got Its Trunk: A Retelling of the Rudyard 
Kipling Tale (New York: Henry Holt and Company, LLC, 2003): 1.  
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Abstract 

 

An Overlooked Book: A First Examination of the New York Public 
Library’s MA 104 

 

Kimberlynn J. Martin, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

 

Supervisor:  Joan A. Holladay 

 
The New York Public Library’s MA 104 is a curious fifteenth-century 

manuscript, comprising of 468 folios with over 180 large drawings of Old Testament 

stories. Despite the book’s rich illustrated program it has yet to be considered by art 

historians. Likely, it has been overlooked because of the inexpert quality of its 

miniatures. Although the artists of MA 104 were seemingly untrained, they were clearly 

interested in the popular artistic traditions of the time. In fact, many of their compositions 

come from the typological tradition of manuscript types such as the Speculum Humanae 

Salvationis. The similarities in compositions even led famous bookseller Bernard 

Quaritch to list the book as a Speculum in the late-nineteenth century. The artists of MA 

104 were not interested in creating a typological book, however, instead borrowing these 

well-known compositions for their own purposes. From their unique implementation of 
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these distinguished compositions emerge clear themes of masculinity, and what they 

chose to include in the manuscript, whether copied or original, will be considered at 

length in this study.  

MA 104 is a valuable example of how established compositions and manuscript 

types were accepted and interpreted by untrained artists, providing a glimpse into the 

culture of amateur art from the fifteenth century. For the first time in art historical 

scholarship, this thesis examines the illustrations and decorations of MA 104, considering 

its creators and their influences.  
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Introduction 

 

 Exaggerated, uncomfortable figures interact awkwardly, and often violently, 

throughout the folios of the New York Public Library’s curious fifteenth-century 

manuscript, MA 104. The 468-leaf book includes re-tellings in a Swiss-German dialect of 

Old Testament stories from Genesis to Chronicles and illustrations in a bold, rude style. 

The work was created in the Lake Constance region of southern Germany, likely in 

Konstanz, and is dated 1445.2
 It is unclear for whom the book was made, but its inexpert 

illustrations seem to indicate that it was not professionally done. The naïve styles of the 

miniatures suggest, instead, that they were the creation of three untrained artists, one of 

whom may have been the scribe who wrote the text. The 187 illustrations are nearly all 

half- or full-page, and folios without these larger drawings frequently feature decorative 

initials and marginal images of foliage, animals, and human figures. The book is a 

uniquely curated collection of biblical stories, and its selection and order of text and 

image are unlike any other known medieval work.3
  

 

                                                
2
 The inscription “Anno dni m.cccc.xlv da wart dis gamecht am d…,” (Fig. 1), across the 

bottom of folio 360v, dates the manuscript to 1445. Eva Moser, Buchmalerei in 
Bodenseeraum, 13. Bis 16. Jahrhundert (Friedrichshafen: R. Gessler, 1997): 273.  
3
 Bernard Quaritch, A General Catalogue of Books, Arranged in Classes (London: G. 

Norman and Son, 1870): 1067.   
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STATE OF THE RESEARCH 

Despite this manuscript’s distinct and charming character, little to no scholarship 

exists on the work. In fact, there has been no art historical consideration of the book at 

all. Perhaps due to the naiveté of the illustrations, this unique book seems to have been 

largely overlooked since its production.  

At some point in the centuries after its creation, the manuscript seems to have 

moved quietly from Germany to London, where it came into the possession of prominent 

bookseller Bernard Quaritch (1819–1899) in the late nineteenth century. It was through 

him that the book joined the Lenox Library collection, which by the twentieth century 

would be incorporated into the New York Public Library.4
 Quaritch was the first to do 

any formal examination of MA 104, describing the manuscript in several listings and 

catalogs. Although each entry is nearly identical, the one found in his General Catalogue 

of Books, Arranged in Classes, Offered for Sale from 1870 is the longest and most 

detailed. In it, Quaritch provides, among other things, information on the language of the 

text, the location of a potential artist’s signature, the location of the date, and an 

assessment of the quality and style of the work. Quaritch’s evaluation of MA 104 has 

been invaluable in my own study of the book. I will build upon his analysis, expanding 

and combining his first-hand observations with my own, and the first chapter of this 

                                                
4
 Seymour de Ricci, Census of Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts in the United 

States (New York: The H.W. Wilson Company, 1935).  
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thesis will concern itself with the physical and material makeup of the manuscript, its ties 

to the Lake Constance region, and its artists. 

I plan, too, to further expand Quaritch’s stylistic analysis of MA 104, bringing the 

conversation about this unique manuscript into the twenty-first century. While he 

describes the illustrations in the book as “excessively rude,” I will explain their inexpert 

quality as a sign of untrained yet deeply invested artists. Although they are certainly not 

to be described as professional, these compositions show a clear and dedicated interest in 

contemporary artistic tradition, specifically that of the Speculum Humanae Salvationis. A 

close look at the first seven folios of MA 104 reveals that the main artist of the work was 

at least partially inspired by the Speculum in the production of his own miniatures. These 

folios consist entirely of full-page illustrations of Creation, and the order and composition 

of the drawings bear striking resemblance to the corresponding scenes in the Speculum.  

Adrian Wilson and Joyce Lancaster Wilson discuss the Speculum at length in their 

book A Medieval Mirror: Speculum Humanae Salvationis 1324–1500, a close look at the 

Speculum model and tradition as it occurred during the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries.5
 Their work serves as a valuable examination and collection of prominent 

Speculum copies, to which I compare the Genesis scenes of MA 104. I will discuss these 

comparisons and more in my second chapter, showing that while the artists were looking 

                                                
5 Adrian Wilson and Joyce Lancaster Wilson, A Medieval Mirror: Speculum Humanae 
Salvationis, 1324–1500 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984). 
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closely at established compositional programs, they were still interested in creating a 

wholly unique book. Subsequently, Chapter Three will consider the program of MA 104 

as a cohesive unit, dissecting the larger themes and ideas found throughout its folios.  

This thesis will conclude with a discussion on the impact of the book as a whole. 

These artists took measures to legitimize their creation, adding extravagances and motifs 

typically found in more expensive, professional manuscripts. I will attempt to uncover 

the motivations behind these measures, considering the idea of amateur art in medieval 

Germany.    

  My methodology throughout this thesis has been heavily influenced by Lucy 

Freeman Sandler’s in her article “Questions for Homeless Manuscripts: The Case of 

Princeton Garrett Ms. 35.”6 Here, Sandler puzzles through a manuscript with no known 

artist, origin, date, or purpose and, in doing so, attempts to uncover what the book and its 

images alone can reveal to the modern viewer. Although the date and approximate 

location of the New York Public Library’s manuscript can be determined, no other 

information has yet been uncovered about MA 104, and thus my own consideration of the 

work relies solely on what exists within its folios. Sandler writes that “medieval artists 

should be held responsible— for better or worse— for every stroke laid on the 

                                                
6
 Lucy Freeman Sandler, “Questions for Homeless Manuscripts: The Case of Princeton 

Garrett Ms. 35,” Manuscripta Illuminata: Approaches to Understanding Medieval & 
Renaissance Manuscripts, ed. Colum Hourihane (Princeton: Princeton University in 
association with Penn State University Press, 2014): 185. 
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parchment,” and, although this curious book is on paper, I will be holding the artists of 

MA 104 accountable for each of their distinct decisions in the production of this 

manuscript. Throughout the following chapters, I hope to illuminate the creation of MA 

104, considering for the first time in art historical scholarship the creators of this 

previously overlooked book, and their process, motivations, and inspirations.  
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Chapter 1: An Examination of MA 104 

 

 MA 104, measuring 28 x 21 x 9 cm, is a rather large 468-folio manuscript. It 

comprises forty gatherings with roughly 10–12 folios each. The manuscript contains text 

and illustrations from the first eleven books of the Old Testament, namely Genesis, 

Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Samuel, Kings, and 

Chronicles. However, these books are not bound in accordance with their order in the 

Latin Vulgate Bible, but rather “without correct succession.”7
 Genesis, Exodus, and 

Judges are even split and redistributed throughout the manuscript. It is unclear whether 

this unique order is a result of an erroneous rebinding after its creation, but this seems 

unlikely as even within single gatherings multiple books are represented (Table 1).  

 Over 180 sizable drawings are featured in the unique book in addition to many 

marginal images and ornamental designs. All drawings vary in size and position, but 

were created using pen and ink.8
 Gold detailing is also featured in seven of the 

gatherings, dispersed throughout the manuscript.9  

The date of production is located in a half-folio miniature on folio 360v (Fig. 1). 

Here, the main artist of MA 104 illustrates 1 Samuel 28:9–20, in which Saul seeks out a 
                                                
7
 Bernard Quaritch, A General Catalogue of Books, Arranged in Classes (London: G. 

Norman and Son, 1870): 1067.   
8
 Quaritch, 1067.  

9 Gold detailing can be found in select miniatures by Artist A in Gatherings I, III, V, XV, 
XVI, XXIII, and XXVIII.  
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wise woman to help him contact the spirit of Samuel.10
 Saul is seen, wearing a solid red 

robe, yellow belt, and yellow crown, on the right side of the composition, both of his 

hands raised above his shoulders, as if in shock. Beside him, at the center of the folio, is 

the woman, dressed in all white, including a tightly wrapped headpiece. She gestures to 

Samuel, who rises from a tomb on the far side of the page. He is shown, also in all white, 

emerging from a casket whose lid has been tossed aside. He holds one hand palm side up, 

pointing to it with the index finger of his other hand, as if frozen in mid-story. Along the 

edge of the casket lid is the inscription “Anno dni m.cccc.xlv da wart dis gamecht am 

d…,” dating this manuscript to 1445.11
  

The paper is damaged toward the end of the inscription, which then becomes 

illegible. Luckily, other factors are still visible in the book to provide clues to its 

production and its creators. This chapter will examine these elements, considering the 

physical structure of the manuscript and what it can tell us today about this unique book.  

                                                
10

 All references to Biblical verses are taken from the Douay-Rheims version, which is 
available online at http://www.drbo.org/.  
11

 Quaritch, 1067.  
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HEAD OF THE BULL: PAPER AND WATERMARKS IN THE LAKE CONSTANCE REGION 

 Until the fourteenth century, books in Germany were created entirely on 

parchment.12
 However, by 1390, production of paper became ubiquitous across Europe. 

Compared to parchment, paper could be produced more quickly and for less money, and 

its introduction nearly quadrupled the rate of manuscript production in the fifteenth 

century. 

 Paper was made by breaking down and dissolving the plant fibers of linen rags 

through a process called retting.13
 Rags were soaked in liquid and left to rot until they 

could be hammered into a pulp. This pulp was then transferred to a paper mold with a 

screen of tightly grouped wire grids that allowed for the draining of liquid while still 

holding the pulp fibers together. Papermakers would attach wire figures to the mold’s 

screen in order to produce a unique watermark (Fig. 2). When the paper is held to a light, 

the watermark shows as a bright spot or design.14
 These watermarks, then, would indicate 

the origin and quality of the paper purchased for bookmaking.  

                                                
12 William Whobrey, “Bookmaking and Production,” Medieval Germany: An 
Encyclopedia, ed. John M. Jeep (New York: Garland Pub., 2001): 70.  
13

 Peter Rückert, Sandra Hodeček, and Emanuel Wenger, Bull’s Head and Mermaid: The 
History of Paper and Watermarks from the Middle Ages to the Modern Period (Vienna: 
Austrian Academy of Sciences, 2009): 12.  
14

 Adrian Wilson and Joyce Lancaster Wilson, A Medieval Mirror: Speculum Humanae 
Salvationis, 1324–1500 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984): 130. 
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MA 104 was created in full on a single type of paper.15
 It is thick and lightly 

textured and features one distinct watermark throughout its forty gatherings (Fig. 3). This 

watermark is one of over 200 variations known collectively as the “tête de boeuf sans 

yeux.”16
 It is comprised of the outline of a head of a bull, with lopsided ears, long 

upward reaching horns, and a rounded snout. This specific variation has no facial 

features, and the long line that rises from the middle of its head is crossed once with 

another much shorter, slightly askew, line. The watermark most closely resembles a 

variation classified by Swiss filigranologist Charles-Moïse Briquet (1839–1918) as 

number 15.233 (Fig. 4).17
 Briquet identifies the 15.233 variation of the tête de boeuf sans 

yeux as a watermark produced between 1437 and 1445 in Konstanz, Germany, right 

around the time that MA 104 claims to have been produced.  

Konstanz is located at the tip of a peninsula on the northwestern side of Lake 

Constance, the body of water that separates southern Germany from northern 

Switzerland, consistent with the dialect of the text of MA 104.18
 Konstanz was an 

                                                
15

 Quaritch, 1067.  
16

 Charles-Moïse Briquet, Les filigranes: Dictionnaire historique des marques du papier 
dès leur apparition vers 1282 jusqu’en 1600, 1907. Reprint (Amsterdam: Paper 
Publications Society, 1968): 762.  
17

 A very sincere thank you to Gerald W. Cloud, the Carl and Lily Pforzheimer Curator 
of Early Books and Manuscripts at the Harry Ransom Center at the University of Texas 
at Austin, for his help in identifying this specific watermark among the hundreds of bull’s 
head variations known from the 15th century.  
18  Quaritch, 1067.  
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important center for trade and had been since the early 900s.19
 If the paper produced for 

MA 104 came from Konstanz, it is possible, then, that it had been sold to elsewhere in 

the Lake Constance region, meaning the manuscript was not created in the city itself. At 

the very least, it seems likely that MA 104 was created either in Konstanz or close by, as 

the only other dates found in the book, located in diary-like entries scrawled on the 

flyleaves, situate the manuscript in Möggingen, just eleven miles north of Konstanz, in 

the early 1600s.20
 

 

THE ARTISTS OF MA 104  

 Bookseller Bernard Quaritch wrote that MA 104 was “evidently the work of one 

hand” in his listing of the manuscript from 1870.21
 He attributes the manuscript as a 

whole to one scribe: Conrad Schlapperitzi. This attribution is based on a sentence located 

at the end of the Book of Judges on folio 37r (Fig. 5). The sentence reads “et finitus est 

liber iste perme cunradū schlaperitzi,” which translates into English as “and this book 

                                                
19

 Paul B. Pixton, “Constance,” Medieval Germany: An Encyclopedia, ed. John M. Jeep 
(New York: Garland Pub., 2001): 148.  
20

 MA 104 is also listed in Eva Moser’s catalogue of illuminated manuscripts as one of 
many from Konstanz, however it is unclear from the catalogue entry why it is listed as 
such. It is Moser, too, who identifies the flyleaf entries in Möggingen. Buchmalerei im 
Bodenseeraum, 13. bis 16. Jahrhundert (Friedrichshafen: R. Gessler, 1997): 273. 
21

 Quaritch, 1067.  
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was finished by me, Conrad Schlapperitzi.” This is the only mention of Schlapperitzi in 

the manuscript and is curiously written in Latin in a formal, Gothic script, unlike any 

other text found in the book.  

 Little is known about Conrad Schlapperitzi, although he seems to have been the 

author of a humorous poem entitled “Anleister en Rosses,” which is included in a 

manuscript in the Stiftsbibliothek in St. Gall, Switzerland, just south of Lake Constance 

and about twenty-five miles from Konstanz.22
 This manuscript is an amalgamation of 

different texts by different hands, and Schlapperitzi’s poem occupies just three pages. 

The declaration of authorship is found on page 69 (Fig. 6), where he is named as “Cůnrat 

Schlapperitzin.” It is unclear whether this is the original poem or whether it was written 

by Schlapperitzi in St. Gall or elsewhere, but the manuscript in its current form is 

believed to have been bound in the mid-15th century, around the time of the creation of 

MA 104.  

 The text of MA 104 appears to be all in one hand, and while it is possible that 

Schlapperitzi was the scribe or an artist, it is impossible to determine at this time the 

extent of his role in the production of the book. What can be said for certain is that, 

contrary to Quaritch’s listing, more than one hand was involved in the creation of the 

                                                
22

 This manuscript, St. Gall, Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. Sang. 645, is paginated and fully 
digitalized online: http://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en/description/csg/0645/. “Anleister en 
Rosses” is located on pages 68–70. 
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images in this manuscript. In fact, a close examination of the illustrated program reveals 

that at least three artists were responsible for the drawings found on its folios. For the 

purpose of this thesis, the three artists will be labeled Artist A, Artist B, and Artist C.  

 Artist A is the main artist of MA 104. His distinct hand is seen in at least 33 of the 

40 gatherings, and he is the only artist of the three to incorporate gold detailing in some 

of his illustrations. His drawings are consistent in style, each presenting exaggerated 

figures with thin faces and long noses, often rendered in awkward, unnatural body 

positions. The nude figures of Adam and Eve in the first seven folios of the manuscript 

(Figs. 7–18) exemplify this unusual handling of the human form. In the Temptation of 

Adam and Eve (Fig. 15), Adam’s ribcage and hipbones jut out through his skin, and his 

lower back is unnaturally long and angular. Eve’s stomach protrudes and her small 

breasts rest just below her collarbone. Artist A’s awkward rendering of human figures is 

consistent even amongst his clothed characters. In his illustration of Moses receiving the 

Ten Commandments on folio 250v (Fig. 19), an unusually elongated Moses kneels at the 

bottom of a hill. His body is bent awkwardly at the knees and again at the ankles, but his 

uncomfortable proportions make his legs appear broken, forced into three pieces.   

 Artist B’s work is the most limited of the three and exists solely on two folios of 

the first gathering: folio 11v featuring the Building of the Ark (Fig. 20) and folio 14r 

featuring the Drunkenness of Noah (Fig. 21). The execution of these illustrations is 
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noticeably more sophisticated than that of either Artist A or Artist C. The landscape is 

rendered in a more complex fashion, with attention to individual blades of grass, rather 

than a solid, monotone green foundation. In the Drunkenness of Noah, the three brothers 

on the right of the composition feature individualized hairstyles, although their faces are 

similar to one another. Rather than the long, thin heads and noses of Artist A’s figures, 

they feature more chiseled, square features. Artist B is also more concerned with the 

shading and detailing of his characters. This is especially true of Noah, whose carefully 

rendered wrinkles, hair, and beard evince his advanced age. His garment, too, is 

fabricated of the most detailed cloth in the manuscript, featuring an elaborate pattern, 

done largely in grisaille.  

 Despite the obvious differences in sophistication, however, it appears that Artist 

B didn’t want his drawing to appear obviously unoriginal to the manuscript, but rather 

hoped it would blend with the rest of MA 104’s illustrations. Although this second artist 

employs more complex use of color, his palette is nearly identical to that of the main 

artist. In addition, he clothes the brothers in garments similar to those of Artist A’s 

figures. The central brother, who lifts his father’s coat, especially, is dressed in a style 

found frequently throughout the book. Although his robe is longer than that of Artist A’s 

characters, it is of the same purple hue and features the same clearly emphasized vertical 

folds.   
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 Artist C seems to have also wanted his illustrations to match those done by the 

main artist. His program illuminates the story of Moses in Numbers and is found in 

gatherings XIV and XV (Figs. 22–28). Like Artist B, he matched the pigments of his 

drawings to those of Artist A. However, his figures are generally weightier, shorter and 

wider than Artist A’s, and they wear more opaque, solid robes.  

The relationship between the three artists remains ambiguous. It appears that the 

main artist left folios and half-folios blank throughout the manuscript, some of which 

Artists B and C seem to have filled in, perhaps at a later time. The story of Noah is 

featured on folios 12r through 14v, and Artist B seems to have used blank space left in 

Gathering I to illustrate both the Building of the Ark (Fig. 20) and the Drunkenness of 

Noah (Fig. 21). Blank sections and pages aren’t uncommon throughout MA 104. It is 

unclear whether all were intended to be used for illustrations, but several of these sections 

and pages feature red rubrics similar to those found accompanying the drawings of Artist 

A (Fig. 3). That Artist A or a scribe penned these rubrics for the majority of his drawings 

before creating them can be seen most clearly in the illustrations of David and Bathsheba 

(Fig. 29). On the left, David stands inside a building whose walls have been cut away so 

that the viewer can see him as he watches Bathsheba on the following folio. The 

elaborate spires of David’s palace reach to the top of the folio, overlapping with the text 

describing the scene. Where the image and text overlap, Artist A has drawn a bubble 

around the words so as not to obscure them. It seems, then, that someone, either the artist 
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or a scribe, rubricated the page, knowing which scene was to be drawn, but not its exact 

composition.  

That nearly all of the main artist’s illustrations have accompanying rubrics, 

written before the drawings were created, is important to note in considering the overall 

plan for this manuscript. It seems that his contribution to MA 104 could have been part of 

a specific, premeditated picture cycle. That the folios containing the second artist’s 

rendering of episodes from the story of Noah feature no rubric, may indicate that the 

scene was not originally intended for depiction in the book. The same cannot be said for 

the illustrations of Artist C, however, as the majority feature rubrics in seemingly the 

same hand as the illustrations of Artist A. It is unclear, then, why these spaces were left 

blank by the main artist.  

 

THE DECORATION OF MA 104  

 Many of the folios of MA 104 feature marginal images and decorations not 

immediately similar to the illustrations by the three previously identified hands. These 

ornamentations range from decorated initials (Figs. 30 and 31 ) to marginal human 

figures (Fig. 32), grotesques and animals (Figs. 33 and 34), and foliage (Figs. 35 and 

36). A closer study of these marginal images reveals that at least some, if not all, were 

created by Artists A and C.   
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 Artist A appears to be responsible for all of the decorative elements in MA 104 

except for those found in Gatherings XIV, XV, XVII, and XVIII. A comparison between 

his plants and animals from Genesis (Figs. 9 and 10) and Samuel (Fig. 37) and those 

found in the margins throughout the manuscript (Figs. 33–36) readily shows his distinct 

style. The grape vine on folio 3v (Fig. 10) is nearly identical to those found in the corner 

of folio 132r (Fig. 35). In each, the brown vines twist around a yellow pole, their grapes 

bunched and sticking out in all directions. On the top of the hill of folio 3v is a flower 

bush, the style, shape, and colors of which can be later seen as a marginal decoration on 

folio 176v (Fig. 36). The handling of the ink in the majority of the marginal images is 

also indicative of Artist A’s unique style. Nearly all of the ornamental foliage is thick and 

textured from his heavy application. This is true in many of his larger illustrations as 

well.  

 The main artist of MA 104 also favored several characters that appear throughout 

the manuscript decorations. One of the most predominant motifs is a grey falcon, nearly 

always shown with one leg lifted (Figs. 38–41). The fierce bird resides at the bottom, 

top, sides, and center of folios throughout the book, often drawn repeatedly on the same 

page in slightly varied stances. That the falcon was a favorite of and perhaps even a 

signifier for Artist A can be seen in its incorporation into two of his larger illustrations. 

On folio 3r (Fig. 9), God is depicted on the Fifth Day, creating the birds and the fish. At 

the top left of the folio, although unfortunately trimmed, the falcon perches at the top of a 
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tree. Towards the end of the manuscript, on folio 378v (Fig. 29), the bird is seen once 

again. This time, it is perched upon a stand of sorts that is held by King David as he 

stares longingly at the bathing Bathsheba on the following folio. It is unclear exactly 

what this falcon tells us about Artist A, but its prevalence in his illustrations clearly 

signifies that the artist was drawn to the figure. On several folios, the falcon is 

accompanied by a loon (Fig. 40) that stands with its feet together and head stretched 

back, neck bent in a near circle. This loon can also be seen in the illustration of God 

creating the birds (Fig. 9). 

The marginal images that can be attributed to Artist C are seen in the same 

gatherings as his larger images and nearly all depict Moses. Artist C’s Moses can be seen 

in the margins of folio 209r (Fig. 32) receiving the Ten Commandments. Unlike Artist 

A’s Moses, this one is squat and thick, and his horns are a solid red, curving up and 

towards one another. His face, too, is rounder and softer than the long, thin, and almost 

sharp visages of Artist A. Artist B’s more skilled hand does not appear in any of the 

marginal images.  

 The decorative elements of MA 104 add a sense of legitimacy to the manuscript. 

The use of elaborate foliage, grotesques, and even gold on these folios heightens the 

quality of the likely homemade book. Schlapperitzi’s formal, Gothic signature serves a 

similar function. That the artists of MA 104 were looking towards more professionally 

produced books during the production of their own is also evident in the larger illustrated 
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programs. The following chapter will examine the inspirations and sources for some of 

the compositions used by the artists in their creation of MA 104.  
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Chapter 2: MA 104 and the Speculum Humanae Salvationis 

 

It is unclear how or by whom MA 104 was used after its creation in the fifteenth 

century, but by the seventeenth century it appears to have been in the monastery of St. 

Antonius in Möggingen, a small town a little more than ten miles from Konstanz.23
 

Scrawled on the flyleaves of the medieval book are diary-like entries about the price of 

corn at the market, current wars and conflicts, and the plague, all dated sporadically 

between 1608 and 1631.24
 By the end of the nineteenth century the manuscript was for 

sale in London, England, listed in A General Catalogue of Books, Arranged in Classes, 

Offered for Sale in 1870 by famous bookseller Bernard Quaritch. Quaritch included the 

manuscript in several catalogs and listings, referring to it in each as “Biblia Historica, seu 

Speculum Humanae Salvationis.”25
 The Speculum Humanae Salvationis was a very 

popular manuscript type in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries throughout Europe, and 

particularly in Germany, where it was first translated from Latin.26
 While MA 104 clearly 

                                                
23

 Eva Moser, Buchmalerei im Bodenseeraum, 13. bis 16. Jahrhundert (Friedrichshafen: 
R. Gessler, 1997): 273.  
24

 Bernard Quaritch, A General Catalogue of Books, Arranged in Classes (London: G. 
Norman and Son, 1870): 1067.   
25

 Quaritch, 1067.    
26

 Adrian Wilson and Joyce Lancaster Wilson, A Medieval Mirror: Speculum Humanae 
Salvationis, 1324–1500 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984): 10.  
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is not a reproduction of the Speculum, Quaritch’s connection between the two elicits 

further exploration.  

 

BERNARD QUARITCH AND HIS “BIBLIA HISTORICA” 

 Quaritch was one of the most prominent booksellers of the nineteenth century.27
 

Born in Thuringia, Germany in 1819, Quaritch spent his education focusing on 

languages. As a teenager, he spent four years as an apprentice to a local bookseller in 

Nordhausen before moving to Berlin at the age of nineteen. There, he familiarized 

himself with the world of English book trading, working at both a publishing firm and a 

bookshop. In 1842, the leading bookseller and publisher in London, Henry George Bohn, 

agreed to hire Quaritch as a cataloguer and general assistant. Three years later, Quaritch 

ambitiously set out on his own, establishing what would become one of the foremost 

bookselling companies in the world. His specialties included architecture, theology, and 

the fine arts, and his English bookshops boasted works from across Europe and Asia.  

 It was over twenty-five years after he established his successful business that 

Quaritch began cataloguing what he called the “Biblia Historica, seu Speculum Humanae 

                                                
27

 Arthur Freeman, “Quaritch, Bernard Alexander Christian (1819–1899)” in Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, ed. H. C. G. Matthew and Brian Harrison (Oxford: 
OUP, 2004); online ed., ed. Lawrence Goldman, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/view/article/22943.  
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Salvationis.” It is unknown where or how he obtained the manuscript, but it appears that 

he began listing it in the early half of the 1870s. His short description of the work 

includes information about the binding, paper, language, and imagery. It is unclear why 

Quaritch listed MA 104 as a Speculum, but it is certain that over the course of his career 

he would have become very familiar with this manuscript type, which had been 

incredibly popular in earlier centuries.  

 

THE SPECULUM HUMANAE SALVATIONIS: HISTORY AND POPULARITY 

The Speculum Humanae Salvationis, or Mirror of Human Salvation, was a 

manuscript written anonymously in the early fourteenth century.28
 While scholars have 

long debated the authorship of the influential book, most at least agree that it originated 

in a Dominican monastery, as the text closely follows doctrines of the Dominican 

Order.29
 Some evidence points to its origins in southern Germany around 1324, although 

there has been no conclusive study to this end.30
 It was certainly in southern Germany 

that the manuscript was first translated from Latin, and the manuscript type’s popularity 

in the region grew rapidly in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.   
                                                
28 Wilson and Wilson, 26.  
29

 Wilson and Wilson, 27.  
30

 Bert Cardon, Manuscripts of the Speculum Humanae Salvationis in the Southern 
Netherlands (c. 1410–1470) (Leuven: Uitgeverij Peeters, 1996): 39.  
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The Speculum was based in typology, a medieval concept concerning the pre-

figurative connection between the Old Testament and the New. Typology was a type of 

scholarly exegesis that had evolved over the course of centuries through the work of 

some of Early Christianity’s most prolific scholars, such as St. Augustine, Pseudo-

Dionysius, St. Bonaventure, and Thomas Aquinas.31
 Fundamentally, typology is centered 

on the notion of allegory. Exactly how the allegory between the Old Testament and New 

could be interpreted was debated, but the implications of the exegesis were that all of 

Jewish history had both a literal and a spiritual meaning.32
 Any Old Testament event, 

then, was to be read as symbolic of the coming of Christ.  

Other manuscript types popular at this time, such as the Biblia Pauperum and the 

Biblia Picta, also contained a typological message, but the Speculum was unique in its 

pairing of striking illustrations with detailed, explanatory text, arranged in the book in an 

almost mathematical way. 33
 The four hundred lines of text are divided on the folio into 

two columns of either 25 or 26 lines, with the accompanying images typically positioned 

either above or below (Fig. 42).34
 Several hundred copies of this precisely rendered 

manuscript type were created in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, nearly all of which 

followed this specific sequence of text and image.  
                                                
31

 Cardon, 5. 
32

 Cardon, 6.  
33

 Wilson and Wilson, 10.  
34

 Wilson and Wilson, 27.  
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CREATION AND THE FALL: MA 104 AND THE SPECULUM 

 MA 104 does not include the typological pairings central to the Speculum 

manuscript type. It is likely, then, that Quaritch’s connection of MA 104 to the Speculum 

type stems from the book’s first seven folios, which feature full-folio illustrations of 

Creation and the Fall of Man. These folios contain no text, but are rather dedicated solely 

to their large drawings. Though inexpertly rendered, four of these illustrations bear 

striking resemblance to their corresponding scenes in the Speculum, namely the Creation 

of Eve (Fig. 13), Adam and Eve eating the Forbidden Fruit (Fig. 15), Adam and Eve’s 

Expulsion from the Garden of Eden (Fig. 17), and Adam and Eve Working (Fig. 18). 

 MA 104’s folio 6r (Fig. 15) depicts Adam and Eve eating the forbidden fruit, each 

standing on one side of the Tree of Knowledge, around which coils a crowned serpent 

with the head of a human. The landscape in the scene is minimal. The ground is a 

monotone green and its variation in darkness bears no connection to the figures depicted. 

Clearly, the artist was not interested in creating shadows. In some places, the green of the 

grass seeps into the feet and legs of Adam and Eve, but sloppily and not in a way as to 

indicate individual blades or a specific interaction between the figures and the ground. 

The Tree of Knowledge is similarly handled. Its trunk is a greenish-brown, and its leaves 

are a greenish-blue, bearing red fruit. The ink of the vegetation frequently bleeds past the 

lines of the individual leaves, much like that of the grass below. Adam and Eve both look 
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towards the Tree of Knowledge and the serpent between them, their eyes squinting and 

their mouths closed.  

A comparison of the opening drawings of MA 104 and those found in a Speculum 

produced in Switzerland less than two decades earlier (Figs. 43–46) yields remarkable 

similarities. Though more expertly handled, the Speculum compositions feature a similar, 

simple landscape with no detailed background and little vegetation. In the Creation of 

Eve scenes in both manuscripts (Figs. 13 and 43), Adam lies sleeping on a hill as a 

gesturing God, adorned with a red and gold cruciform halo, pulls a small, fully formed 

Eve from his side. While God in the two scenes performs the same act in almost identical 

ways, the God of the Speculum looks at his newly created Eve with love, and the God of 

MA 104 glares at her with suspicion and a tight-lipped frown. As Adam and Eve are 

banished from the Garden of Eden (Figs. 17 and 44), they cover themselves in both 

manuscripts with near duplicate bunches of fig leaves, looking back at the angel who 

expels them. The angel in both holds a large sword in his right hand and all but pushes 

Eve with his left. His left wing in both illustrations is drawn upside down compared to his 

right, as if to emphasize his swift movements. Immediately after, Adam and Eve are 

shown working (Figs. 18 and 45), the couple in each manuscript living at the foot of a 

hill that slopes from the bottom left corner of the folio to the top right. Both Adams lift 

picks high above their heads, about to strike the land before them. The Eves, each with a 
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young Cain at her feet, sit spinning at matching looms, manipulating their creations with 

their left hands and holding a spool in their right.  

The composition of MA 104’s folio 6r appears to be a blend of the Speculum’s 

illustrations of Eve talking to the serpent (Fig. 46) and Adam and Eve eating the 

forbidden fruit (Fig. 44).  As in this illustration, the Speculum’s Adam and Eve stand on 

either side of the Tree of Knowledge, which bears red fruit, and Eve is shown biting into 

the fruit with one hand and offering another fruit to Adam with the other. In the scene of 

the temptation of Eve, a crowned serpent coils around the tree, looking directly at her. 

MA 104’s folio 6r is a near perfect combination of the two compositions.  

I do not argue that Artist A of MA 104 was looking at this specific version of the 

Speculum, but rather that he was exposed to and familiar with the Speculum genre. Of the 

394 Speculum copies that are known today, all illustrated copies follow an exact 

organization, down to the order and composition of each of the miniatures.35
 In fact, 

many of the striking similarities found between this Swiss Speculum and MA 104 can be 

readily seen in manuscripts from Bruges (Fig. 47), Brussels (Fig. 48), Strasbourg (Fig. 

49), and elsewhere (Fig. 42).  

 

                                                
35

 Heather M. Flaherty, “The Place of the Speculum Humanae Salvationis in the Rise of 
Affective Piety in the Later Middle Ages.” Dissertation, University of Michigan, 2006: 
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DEPARTING FROM THE SPECULUM MODEL  

While Artist A was clearly inspired by compositions from the Speculum tradition 

in his creation of MA 104, he was not interested in recreating the manuscript type. His 

own book does not follow either the typological pairing or the strict structure of the 

Speculum. As opposed to a mathematical exactness in the distribution of text and image, 

MA 104 features little consistency. Miniatures appear all over the folios, sometimes 

situated above, below, or to the side of text, and frequently even occupying an entire 

page.  

MA 104 abandons the typological message so central to the Speculum. The only 

allusion to the New Testament (Fig. 50) can be found on the folio immediately following 

the scene of Adam and Eve Working. An ornate wood or metal engraving representing 

the Annunciation was printed onto the folio and used to create the initial letter of the 

book of Genesis.36
 From the border of the engraving, an angel watches, hands clasped in 

prayer, as Gabriel kneels before Mary, who turns away from the book she was just 

reading. Gabriel clutches a wordless scroll as he tells the Virgin of her miracle. This 

initial is the only engraving in MA 104, and its borders and Mary’s halo were evidently 

once decorated in gold.  

 

 

                                                
36 Quaritch, 1067.  
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The lavish addition is the only reference to the coming of Christ in this large 

manuscript and should not necessarily be taken as a typological allusion. As discussed 

earlier in this chapter, typology was an elaborate and complex religious type of analysis. 

A singular reference to the New Testament in an Old Testament book does not 

sufficiently connect the two allegorically. Typological manuscripts, like the Moralized 

Bible, the Biblia Pauperum, the Biblia Picta, and the Speculum used elaborate 

compositions to reference and explain the medieval idea. MA 104’s illustrated program 

does not expound the Old Testament as an allegory for the New, and neither does its 

text.37
  

In his book Manuscripts of the Speculum Humanae Salvationis in the Southern 

Netherlands (c. 1410–c. 1470), art historian Bert Cardon illustrates time and again how 

the artists and compositions of Speculum manuscripts were constantly in conversation 

with and influencing one another.38
 In my consideration of MA 104, I take this line of 

thought further, arguing that these illustrations influenced artists outside the  

 

 

                                                
37

 In his analysis of the text of MA 104, Quaritch states that it is a translation of the Old 
Testament Scriptures “rendered in tolerable accuracy” and does not mention any text 
referencing the New Testament despite his reference to the Speculum. Quaritch, 1067.  
38 Bert Cardon, Manuscripts of the Speculum Humanae Salvationis in the Southern 
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Speculum tradition as well. Although Artist A decided to omit the strict organization and 

typological message of the Speculum, it is clear that he was familiar with and interested 

in this illustration type and chose to incorporate it into his own work. Similar decisions 

can be seen throughout MA 104, as all three artists seem to have borrowed well-known 

compositions from various sources for their respective programs.  

On folio 166v (Fig. 23), Artist C illustrates scouts who had been sent by Moses to 

evaluate the land of Chanaan. The scene depicted comes from Numbers 13:24, as two of 

the scouts, Joshua and Caleb, return with fruit:  

 And going forward as far as the torrent of the cluster of grapes, they cut 
off a branch with its cluster of grapes, which two men carried upon a 
lever. They took also of the pomegranates and of the figs of that place. 

 

Artist C illustrates the two men carrying over their shoulder a long rod from which hangs 

a mammoth bunch of grapes, nearly the size of the men themselves. In their other hands, 

each of the scouts holds a walking stick. This composition, like the ones discussed 

previously, seems to come from the Speculum. A contemporary manuscript made in 

Bruges circa 1440 (Fig. 51) features a near identical miniature in which two men share 

the weight of a human-size cluster of grapes as they return to camp, each carrying  
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walking sticks. This composition can be seen again in both illustrated and printed copies 

of the Speculum from Germany (Fig. 52) and France (Fig. 53).  

Even Artist B’s abbreviated program seems to have been inspired by well-known 

compositions of the Drunkenness of Noah. MA 104’s folio 14r (Fig. 21) is remarkably 

similar to block-prints used in both Speculum manuscripts and Biblia Pauperum 

manuscripts (Figs. 54–56). In each, the fully clothed Noah lies at an incline next to a 

single grape vine, his three sons beside him, and his left leg bent and propped up.  

That all three artists of MA 104 were inspired by compositions from typological 

manuscripts speaks to the popularity and influence of these books in southern Germany 

in the mid-fifteenth century. Although seemingly untrained, these anonymous artists were 

obviously exposed to, familiar with, and inspired by these popular, even fashionable, 

compositions. Their attraction to and interest in established, more professional 

manuscript features can also be seen throughout MA 104, in the use of large-scale 

illustrations, an engraved print, foliated initials, marginal images, and gold.   

The execution of these official manuscript features by untrained hands creates a 

unique amalgam of a traditional and nontraditional book. The stories of the Old 

Testament are bound in an unusual order and some books are even chopped up and 

spread throughout the manuscript. Indeed, while the artists of MA 104 were interested in 

established compositions, they were also tweaking them and even at times inventing their 

own. Through their unique programs surface clear themes of masculinity, and what they 
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chose to include in the manuscript, whether copied or original, will be considered at 

length in the following chapter of this thesis.  
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Chapter 3: The Masculine Program of MA 104 

 

MA 104 is not only distinctive in its artistic style, but also in its uniquely curated 

order. The picture cycle in the manuscript is unlike that in any other known medieval 

work, and the scenes the artists choose to illustrate are sometimes unusual.39
 Their 

personal interests and preferences are reflected in the selection of scenes featured in the 

book. When the pictorial cycle as a whole is examined, several themes and motifs 

become evident. 

 

CRUELTY, DEATH, AND WAR 

Prevalent throughout the miniatures of MA 104 are the themes of cruelty, death, 

and war. Roughly a quarter of the illustrations feature soldiers, usually engaged in a 

battle or struggle of some sort (Figs. 57 and 58). In fact, four different battle scenes, 

illustrated in various Old Testament books, are nearly identical (Figs. 59–62). These 

compositions, found throughout the main artist’s work, show two clashing armies 

attacking across the centerline of the folio, each army holding its flags high. Another 

quarter of the images feature death in some variation. This includes illustrations of 

hanged kings (Fig. 63), beatings (Fig. 64), and stabbings (Fig. 65). In one particularly 
                                                
39  Bernard Quaritch, A General Catalogue of Books, Arranged in Classes (London: G. 
Norman and Son, 1870): 1067.   
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gruesome scene, the main artist illustrates 2 Samuel 4:12, wherein David orders the 

slaying of the Philistines who have murdered Saul: “And David commanded his servants, 

and they slew them, and cutting off their hands and feet, hanged them up over the pool in 

Hebron.” Artist A’s illustration (Fig. 66) shows one hanged man, eyes covered, with 

blood gushing from the wounds of his severed wrists and ankles. Below him, another 

man is tied to the ground as one of David’s servants takes a hammer and axe to his right 

hand, his left hand lying, detached, not far from his face. 

The Biblical figures who appear most often in MA 104 are Samson, David, and 

Moses. In their own ways, the three leading men of this tailored Old Testament evoke 

these gory illustrations. Perhaps more so than any other Old Testament figures, they can 

all be characterized by their strength and authority, divinely given and often exerted 

through violence. 

 

SAMSON 

Samson, most of all, was a figure of ferocity and sheer physical power. From 

birth, Samson possessed supernatural strength and a quick temper. In his life he single-

handedly slaughtered thousands of Philistines (Fig. 67) and destroyed their crops by tying 

firebrands to the tails of three hundred foxes he lets loose in their fields (Fig. 68). When 
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the Philistines finally learn the source of his strength, he is rendered helpless and taken 

prisoner. 

Although Samson’s story ends in his death, it is a death by choice, through which 

he gets revenge on his enemies. Samson’s decision to destroy the temple, killing himself 

and three thousand Philistines, is shown in MA 104 in a dramatic, heroic display (Fig. 

69). Samson stands over half the size of the temple, with his arms wrapped around two of 

its supporting columns, which crumble in his grasp. The temple itself shatters, with giant 

pieces dramatically breaking away from the structure. Directly above Samson, a 

Philistine is thrust through a window, nearly falling out as a result of the impact of 

Samson’s brute force. Samson himself appears calm. His eyes are shut. His long 

eyelashes rest on his cheeks. His lips relax in a small smile. It is possible that the artist is 

showing us the exact moment of Samson’s death. He has exerted his final burst of 

strength and closes his eyes, peacefully, as the temple collapses around him. 

 

DAVID 

David’s story is one of evolution, in which a shepherd boy is chosen by King 

Samuel as his heir. Like Samson, David’s physical strength is apparent even in his youth. 

In 1 Samuel 17:34 David describes a previous encounter with both a lion and a bear 

attempting to steel a sheep from his flock. It is in a depiction of this encounter that Artist 
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A first introduces David in MA 104 (Fig. 70). Here, a young David calmly beats the lion 

and the bear with his shepherd’s staff. The heads of both animals burst open, spewing 

blood. After recounting this tale to Saul, David, refusing to wear armor (Fig. 71), then 

turns to face the Philistine giant, Goliath, in a two folio spread (Figs. 72 and 73).  

On 349v, David and Goliath stand almost touching in the center of the folio. In 

his left hand, Goliath holds the blade end of his sword, which is unsheathed and nearly as 

tall as he. Besides this hand and his face, he is fully protected by armor. David, about 

half the size of the giant, looks up at him unafraid. In one hand is his loaded slingshot 

and in the other an extra stone. The artist shows the passage in the seconds after David’s 

fatal blow has struck Goliath’s vulnerable face. The rock is still pressed against his 

forehead. Although blood gushes from the wound, it appears Goliath has not yet felt the 

attack. He stands, seemingly unconcerned, with his eyes locked on the small boy before 

him.  

Across the opening, David stoically holds the sword and head of the giant before 

the king. Though the artist has not depicted the gruesome moment of Goliath’s 

beheading, the mess of the act is still evident. The sword showers David’s back with 

blood as the young boy carries it over one shoulder. In his other hand, David holds the 

decapitated head by the decorative plume of the giant’s helmet. Blood gushes from the 

rock still stuck in the colossus's forehead. From Goliath’s neck spouts yet more blood, 
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falling onto the young shepherd’s feet and the green grass below them. With one blow, 

David has defeated Goliath, becoming an Israelite hero, renowned for his faith, strength, 

and courage.  

 

MOSES 

While the biblical Moses does not as immediately evoke the idea of physical 

strength and power, this idea is nevertheless conveyed by the fact that in all of MA 104’s 

illustrations the grown Moses is depicted with horns (Fig.74). The horned Moses was a 

popular artistic motif, his appearance credited to the translation of Exodus by St. Jerome 

during his creation of the Latin Vulgate Bible.40
 Jerome translated the Hebrew word 

qeren, which can mean “horns” or “rays of light,” specifically into the Latin word 

cornuta, which strictly means “horned.” Many have contributed this translation to a 

mistake on Jerome’s part, but scholar Ruth Mellinkoff believes that this may not have 

been the case. Mellinkoff argues that the horned Moses, particularly in art, was an idea 

looking back to ancient iconography, in which horns were commonly attributed to gods.41
 

It is her idea that cornuta was not a mistranslation, but rather a reference to the rectitude 

                                                
40

 Ruth Mellinkoff, The Horned Moses in Medieval Art and Thought (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1970): 1. 
41

 Mellinkoff, 4. 
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of strong, classical characters.42
 By the Middle Ages, in both art and text the horns meant 

“strength, honor, victory, power.”43
 It is likely, then, that both Artist A and Artist C 

would have viewed Moses, and particularly the horned Moses, as a strong, masculine 

figure much like Samson and David. 

Artist C’s Moses exists in seven large illustrations in Gatherings XIV and XV 

(Figs. 22–28). Unlike the Moses of Artist A, this Moses is squat with unnaturally long 

arms and blood red horns that curve in towards each other. In these miniatures he is 

shown in a full-length solid, red robe with dark, articulated folds. Two of the illustrations 

depict Moses as a cautioning figure against angering a vengeful god. In each, the horned 

man points to a violent act of God brought on by the disobedience of His people.  

The first of these two images is on the bottom of folio 170r (Fig. 24). The scene 

comes from Numbers 15:31-36: 

For he hath condemned the word of the Lord, and made void his precept: 
therefore he shall be destroyed, and shall bear his iniquity. And it came to 
pass when the children of Israel were in the wilderness, and had found a 
man gathering sticks on the Sabbath day, that they brought him to Moses 
and Aaron, and the whole multitude. And they put him into prison, not 
knowing what they should do with him. And the Lord said to Moses: Let 
that man die, let all the multitude stone him without the camp. And when 
they had brought him out, they stoned him; and he died as the Lord had 
commanded. 

 

                                                
42

 Mellinkoff, 138. 
43

 Mellinkoff, 138. 
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In the center of Artist C’s illustration, a man dressed in all black clutches his chest, his 

knees bent as if shown in mid-collapse. Behind him stand two men, each with stones held 

above their head ready to heave. Three rocks have already been launched, and they crack 

against the criminal’s head, cheek, and back. Blood sprays in dashes and drops, soaking 

the man’s black robe. To the left of the scene is Moses, looking out directly at the viewer 

and pointing to this violent condemnation.   

 Two folios later, on 172r, Moses again serves as a messenger for a wrathful god 

(Fig. 25). The full-folio illustration is split into two hillsides. On the right, Moses stands 

atop the peak arm-in-arm with his sister Miriam. He once again gestures to the gruesome 

punishment beside him, and he and Miriam gaze forlornly out at the reader. From the 

heavens, an impatient God emerges from a grey cloud. In his left hand he holds a red 

arrow and in his right a ball of fire. He is frozen in action, about to light the arrow and 

hurl it to the world below. The second hilltop is already ablaze. The tops of tents peak 

from the flames. God is destroying the camp of the Israelites after overhearing 

discontented murmurs of hunger (Numbers 11:1). His people have spoken out against 

him, distrusting his plan and complaining about their lack of provisions. Arms and legs 

flail out of the flames of the burning campsite, and faces peer through the inferno, 

imploring their displeased god in heaven. It was only when Moses prayed for the Lord to 
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stop that these devouring fires were “swallowed up,” once again showing the Israelites 

this prophet’s power. 

Artist A’s Moses is surprisingly docile compared to the artist’s aggressive 

characters elsewhere in the manuscript. Like the Moses of Artist C, his power comes 

from his relationship to God and not from his own physical being. In Exodus in 

Gathering XXIV, he is seen casting four of the ten plagues of Egypt, namely those of 

water turned to blood (Fig. 75), diseased livestock (Fig. 76), thunderstorms of hail and 

fire (Fig. 77), and locusts (Fig. 78).  

Between the folios depicting the first plague and that of diseased livestock, a page 

has been ripped from the book. The stub that remains in the binding (Fig. 79) shows that 

this folio featured a large illustration that seems to be continued on the following folio 

(Fig. 80). It appears that when viewed as a whole this two-folio spread would have 

depicted Moses casting the plague of flies, which fits chronologically with the order of 

the plagues illustrated in MA 104. A detail from the small remnant of this lost folio 

reveals a single bug, an oval with six wings, that seems to fly from the hand of Moses on 

the following page. This fourth plague brought a “grievous swarm of flies” into Egypt 

and was so horrific that it was the first to convince the Pharaoh of the Israelite’s 

connection to God (Exodus 8:20-32). It is unclear when or why this scene was torn from 

MA 104. However, as the turning point of the story, the first plague to bring the Pharaoh 

pleading to Moses, it is likely that the composition would have been one of the more 
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discomforting of the series. Yet, like the other plague scenes depicted, the action stems 

not from Moses casting the plague, but rather the effect of the plague on the Pharaoh.  

In each of the plague scenes in Artist A’s rendering of Exodus, the bearded 

Moses, tall and thick, is dressed in a red robe and a braided crown or turban through 

which emerge his pale horns. He brings forth these five plagues with sadness in his eyes 

and a frown upon his lips. Unlike Samson or David, Moses is shown as an older, affected 

man. He does not smile like Samson destroying the Philistine temple, and he is not as 

stoical as the young David facing the giant Goliath. And yet it is through Moses that 

some of God’s most brutal acts are passed.  

Unlike Samson and David, Moses functions less as a human champion and more 

as a superhuman conduit. It is through him that an angry God enacts his otherworldly 

plans, rescuing His people from slavery and punishing those who do not obey Him. Thus, 

in MA 104 Moses serves as a potent reminder of God’s ability to work through man and 

His readiness to scourge those who displease Him.  

ARTIST A: SEX AND SUGGESTION  

In addition to powerful heroism, Artist A seems to have been interested in the 

illustration of salacious scenes. While the stories of Samson, Moses, and David offer the 

opportunity for battle scenes and gruesome violence, they also offer occasion for scenes 

of suggestion and nudity. The illustration of 2 Samuel 11:2 (Fig. 29) is a full-folio 
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spread. On the verso, David, fully dressed, stares across to the recto, where a naked 

Bathsheba bathes. Unaware of her audience, Bathsheba looks off the composition, 

downcast. Though her body is mostly obscured by waves of blue ink, both of her breasts 

are clearly visible above the water. While the artist does not illustrate the consummation 

of this affair, he does depict two later sex scenes from the same Old Testament book: 2 

Samuel 13:14 (Fig. 81), in which Ammon rapes his half-sister Thamar, and 2 Samuel 

16:21 (Fig. 82), in which Absalom betrays David by sleeping with his concubines. The 

illustrations of these treacheries are identical in composition, differing only in the color 

of the bedding and the headdress of the woman depicted. In each, man and woman lie 

side by side in a tilted bed, looking directly at one another but not embracing. It is 

possible, however, that the tilted perspective is supposed to imply that the man in each 

lies atop the woman, but due to the awkward execution, it is hard to say for certain. What 

is clear is that although these images are not explicitly graphic, they are purposefully 

sensational, each portraying a deviant, sexual act of the sons of David. 

From the story of Samson and Delilah, Artist A drew two large illustrations of 

Delilah tying Samson to their bed (Figs. 83 and 84). In each, Samson is undressed, 

though entirely covered by a blanket. Delilah stands over him, manipulating his arms and 

legs as she restrains his sleeping body. She is fully dressed, and yet her right breast is 

distinctly outlined, alluding to her feminine form and implying her own nudity even more 
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than her naked husband’s. In fact, throughout Artist A’s program, women’s breasts are 

frequently articulated under their clothing, while the male body is never so pronounced. 

While also strategically avoiding female genitalia, Artist A frequently, and at times 

unnecessarily, sexualizes the female form. 

 In the depiction of Exodus 2:5 (Fig. 85), wherein the infant Moses is discovered 

by the Pharaoh’s daughter, the five women are drawn wearing white, almost transparent, 

frocks. This drawing is unusual in its handling of garments, as all three of the artists tend 

to clothe figures in colorful gowns and robes. While the text from which this illustration 

was drawn does state that the women were there to accompany the princess as she 

washed, the princess is arguably the least undressed. The pleats of her garment are 

distinct and her sleeves and collar are colored, while the robes of her maids hardly 

distinguish themselves from the figures they attempt to conceal. The maid standing to the 

princess’s right is fully nude from the waist up, her thin garment loosely wrapped around 

her hips and barely covering her. It is in this illustration that Artist A most experiments 

with the difference between clothed and naked women, something he does not attempt, or 

seem tempted to do, with the male form. 
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ARTIST B:  THE DRUNKENNESS OF NOAH 

Artist B’s short program, on the other hand, seems to have been less concerned 

with the violent and salacious, yet is the only one to allude to the indignity of the naked 

male body. The Drunkenness of Noah is a story of shame centered on the display of male 

genitalia. The account is found in Genesis 9:20-27:  

And Noe, a husbandman, began to till the ground, and planted a vineyard. 
And drinking of the wine was made drunk, and was uncovered in his tent. 
Which when Cham the father of Chanaan had seen, to wit, that his father's 
nakedness was uncovered, he told it to his two brethren without. But Sem 
and Japheth put a cloak upon their shoulders, and going backward, 
covered the nakedness of their father: and their faces were turned away, 
and they saw not their father's nakedness. And Noe awaking from the 
wine, when he had learned what his younger son had done to him, He 
said: Cursed be Chanaan, a servant of servants, shall he be unto his 
brethren. And he said: Blessed be the Lord God of Sem, be Chanaan his 
servant. May God enlarge Japheth, and may he dwell in the tents of Sem, 
and Chanaan be his servant. 

 

The second artist of MA 104 illustrates this story at its climax (Fig. 21). Noah is seen 

asleep, lying on his back, as his three sons realize what has happened. 

It is possible that the shame of Noah was not included in the main artist’s original 

pictorial cycle because of its emphasis on male nudity. Although the drunkenness of 

Noah can be a scandalous scene, it is not the same type of salacious story towards which 

he seems to have gravitated. The nudity, or implied nudity, is of a male figure, which he 

seems to have purposefully avoided in his program. Had the story been of particular 

interest to this main artist, he could have employed a composition similar to that of the 
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second artist, and avoided the actual depiction of any male genitalia. Certainly, he does 

this in his earlier images of Adam in the first folios of the book. However, Adam’s 

implied nudity in the opening scenes of Genesis is not shameful. Noah’s display, on the 

other hand, is disgraceful.  

As discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, all three artists of MA 104 were familiar 

with and often drew from fashionable compositions in fifteenth-century German art. 

Indeed, Artist B’s rendering of the Drunkenness of Noah is strikingly similar to a block-

print used in a Biblia Pauperum from the mid-fifteenth century (Fig. 56). In both, the 

fully clothed Noah lies at an incline next to a single grape vine, his three sons to his right, 

and his left leg bent and propped. With one hand, Cham lifts his father’s robe, exposing 

him. However, in the block-print composition, all three brothers appear ashamed and 

uncomfortable at the sight of their father’s nakedness. Cham covers his eyes and looks 

away, despite the fact that it is his own hand exposing Noah’s genitalia. The other 

brothers stand behind him, their heads turned and faces solemn. One raises his hand as if 

to lecture Cham for his wrongdoing. This sense of sternness and embarrassment is not 

apparent in Artist B’s rendering. Instead, Noah’s sons appear to be sharing a joke with 

one another and with the viewer.   

Artist B avoids the depiction of genitalia but is sure to humorously emphasize its 

presence in the story. The youngest brother, Cham, looks directly at the viewer with a 
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slight smile stretched across his face. The other two brothers, in line with the biblical 

text, turn away from their father, their hands shielding their eyes. However, one of them 

is depicted clearly peeking through his fingers at his father’s nakedness, smiling even 

more broadly than Cham. Unfortunately, due to trimming of the manuscript, the face of 

the third brother is nearly gone. From what is left, it is clear that he too is covering his 

face with one hand, perhaps also glancing at what he later claims to have not seen. 

Clearly, this artist is poking fun at the nudity of Noah.  

Perhaps to the main artist of the book, the story of Noah and the flood, while 

certainly capable of being rendered in a violent manner, didn’t express the same dynamic 

excitement as the stories of Moses in the Book of Exodus. And, certainly, the elderly, 

drunken, and ashamed Noah did not evoke the same thrill or admiration as the virile, 

tough, and virtuous Samson and David. These stories from the Book of Genesis didn’t fit 

with Artist A’s vision for this manly manuscript. However, Artist B chose to render this 

less powerfully masculine Old Testament scene in a humorous way. He is mocking male 

nudity, as if making a dirty joke of it. In this way, his program adds to the overall 

chauvinistic tones of the macho book.  
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These artists, through the selection of established artistic compositions and their 

combination with originals, filled MA 104 with war, murder, punishment, and subtle 

sexuality. From their illustrated interpretations of Old Testament stories emerge 

decidedly masculine themes and motifs, which, when combined with the elaborate 

foliage and animal figures in the marginalia, create a wholly unique and captivating 

medieval book.  
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Conclusion 

 

 The New York Public Library’s curious fifteenth-century manuscript, MA 104, is 

a remarkable medieval record of contemporary religious compositions employed and 

manipulated by inexpert hands. Within its 468 folios, it embraces both fully copied and 

fully unique illustrations, and its well-known scenes are enacted by awkwardly executed 

figures. Its highly masculine, often gruesomely violent, drawings evoke a sense of fear, 

disgust, and intrigue, captivating the viewer and drawing him or her into an individually 

curated version of the Old Testament world.  

The three artists of MA 104 often borrow their miniatures from well-established 

typological texts, adopting their expert designs while ignoring their functions in their 

original context. Both Artist A and Artist C seem to have been particularly interested in 

the tradition of the Speculum Humanae Salvationis, and many compositions throughout 

the manuscript were clearly influenced by the Speculum’s specific illustrations. MA 104, 

however, doesn’t offer any typological message. Instead, these artists borrowed these 

compositions, repurposing them for their own goals. 

The copying of these well-liked works seems to allude to a desire to create a 

respectable, nearly professional manuscript. Throughout the folios the artists also employ 

elaborate ornamentation, flourishing the book with thick, decorative foliage, fearsome 

figures, and even gold, elevating this amateur anthology.  
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By examining and studying these different aspects of MA 104, we are provided a 

glimpse into how artistic ideas and their executions were communicated and interpreted 

across medieval Europe, not only amongst established artists, but also by untrained 

enthusiasts. Little consideration has thus far been given to the amateur artists of the 

Middle Ages. I encourage other scholars to expand upon my own discussion of this 

manuscript and manuscripts like it. Our libraries and museums hold countless medieval 

works that have been largely ignored in the previous centuries. Many of these books, as 

Lucy Freeman Sandler would say, are homeless, orphans whose authors and origins have 

been lost over time.44
 But, as I have worked to show with MA 104, these manuscripts 

still have so much to tell us about the production and transmission of artistic ideas, 

especially amongst amateur artists. It is my hope that future art historians, historians, 

religious scholars, linguists, and more return to these overlooked books in the coming 

years to uncover their pasts, their messages, and their legacies. 

 
  

                                                
44 Lucy Freeman Sandler, “Questions for Homeless Manuscripts: The Case of Princeton 
Garrett Ms. 35,” Manuscripta Illuminata: Approaches to Understanding Medieval & 
Renaissance Manuscripts, ed. Colum Hourihane (Princeton: Princeton University in 
association with Penn State University Press, 2014).  
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Tables 

Table 1: Gathering Structure, Artist Division, and Contents of MA 104. Created by 
Author. 

Gathering Artist(s) Content 

I (1) 18 A, B Genesis, Judges 

II (19) 14 A Judges 

III (33) 6 A Judges 

IV (–) 11∗ A Ruth 

V (50) 10 A Joshua 

VI (60) 14 A Judges 

VII (74) 12 A Judges 

VIII (86) 10 A Leviticus 

IX (96) 12 A Joshua 

X (108) 12 A Deuteronomy 

 
 

                                                
∗ This gathering begins on a missing folio.   
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Table 1 (Continued): 
 

Gathering Artist(s) Content 

XI (120) 12 A Deuteronomy 

XII (132) 12 A Deuteronomy 

XIII (144) 12 A Deuteronomy 

XIV (156) 12 C Numbers 

XV (168) 14 C, A Numbers 

XVI (182) 10 A Numbers 

XVII (192) 10 C Numbers 

XVIII (202) 14 C Numbers 

XIX (216) 12 A Exodus 

XX (228) 12 A Exodus 

XXI (240) 8 A Exodus 

XXII (248) 16 A Exodus 
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Table 1 (Continued): 
 

Gathering Artist(s) Content 

XXIII (264) 11∗ A Exodus 

XXIV (275) 9∗ A Exodus 

XXV (284) 14 A Exodus, Genesis 

XXVI (298) 15∗ A Genesis 

XXVII (313) 12 A Genesis 

XXVIII (325) 12 A Genesis, 1 Samuel 

XXIX (337) 10 A 1 Samuel 

XXX (347) 12 A 1 Samuel 

XXXI (359) 10 A 1 Samuel 

XXXII (369) 12 A 2 Samuel 

XXXIII (371) 6 A 2 Samuel 

 

                                                
∗ A folio is missing from this gathering.   
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Table 1 (Continued): 
 

Gathering Artist(s) Content 

XXXIV (377) 8 A 2 Samuel 

XXXV (395) 10 A 2 Samuel 

XXXVI (405) 16 A 2 Samuel 

XXXVII (421) 8 No images 1 Kings 

XXXVIII (429) 12 No images 1 Kings 

XXXIX (441) 14 No images 1 Kings 

XXXX (455) 14 No images 2 Kings 
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Figures 
 
 
 
 
 

 ∗  

                                                
∗ Figures from MA 104, unless otherwise specified, are from the New York Public Library website.   

Figure 1:. New York Public Library, MA 104, fol. 360v: Artist A, Saul Contacting 
the Spirit of Samuel, Konstanz, c. 1445. After New York Public Library website.* 
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Figure 2:. Schematized rendering of a papermaking mould. After Rückert, Bull’s 
Head and Mermaid, fig. 2. 
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Figure 4:. “Tête de boeuf sans 
yeux,” Watermark 15233. After 
Briquet, Les Filigranes, online at 
http://www.ksbm.oeaw.ac.at/. 

Figure 3:. MA 104: Folio with  
rubric and watermark, fol. 272v. 
Photo by Author. 
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Figure 5: MA 104: Signature 
page, fol. 37r. 

Figure 6: “Anlaster en Rosses” 
signature page, St. Gall, 
Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. Sang. 645, page 
69. After www.e-codices.unifr.ch.  
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Figure 7: MA 104: Artist A, God creating 
the universe, fol. 2r.  

Figure 8: MA 104: Artist A, God creating 
the universe, fol. 2v.  

Figure 9: MA 104: Artist A, God creating 
fish and birds, fol. 3r.  

Figure 10: MA 104: Artist A, God 
creating the plants, fol. 3v.  
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Figure 11: MA 104: Artist A, God creating 
animals, fol. 4r.  Figure 12: MA 104: Artist A, God 

creating Adam, fol. 4v.  

Figure 13: MA 104: Artist A, God 
creating Eve, fol. 5r. 

Figure 14: MA 104: Artist A, God 
showing Adam and Eve the Tree of 
Knowledge, fol. 5v.  
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Figure 15: MA 104: Artist A, Adam and 
Eve eating the fruit, fol. 6r.  

Figure 16: MA 104: Artist A, God 
punishing Adam and Eve, fol. 6v.  

Figure 17: MA 104: Artist A, Adam and 
Eve’s expulsion from Eden, fol. 7r. 

Figure 18: MA 104: Artist A, Adam and 
Eve working, fol. 7v.  
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Figure 19: MA 104: Artist A, Moses receiving the Ten Commandments, fol. 250v.  
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Figure 20: MA 104: Artist B, 
Building of the Ark, fol. 11v.  

Figure 21: MA 104: Artist B, 
Drunkenness of Noah, fol. 
11v.  
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Figure 22: MA 104: Artist C, 
Feeding the birds, fol. 164v.  

Figure 23: MA 104: Artist C, Scouts 
carrying grapes, fol. 166v.  

Figure 24: MA 104: Artist C, Stoning 
of a criminal, fol. 170r.  

Figure 25: MA 104: Artist C, God 
destroying the camp, fol. 172r.  
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Figure 26: MA 104: Artist C, Moses 
talking to a group, fol. 173v.  

Figure 27: MA 104: Artist C, Drinking 
water, fol. 177v.  

Figure 28: MA 104: Artist C, Mourning 
a dead man, fol. 178v.  
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Figure 29: MA 104: Artist A, David and Bathsheba, fols. 378v and 379r.  
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Figure 30: MA 104: Artist A, 
folio with decorated initial, fol. 
189r. Photo by Author.  

Figure 31: MA 
104: Artist A, 
folios with 
decorated initials, 
fols. 216v. and 
217r. Photo by 
Author.  
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Figure 32: MA 104: Artist C, Folio with Moses in margin, fol. 209r.  
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Figure 33: MA 104: Artist A, Folio with Animals and Grotesques, fol. 113r.  
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Figure 34: MA 104: Artist A, Folio with Animals and Grotesques, fol. 114r. 
Photo by Author.   
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Figure 35: MA 104: Artist A, 
Folio with Grape Vine 
Decoration, fol. 132r. Photo by 
Author.   

Figure 36: MA 104: Artist A, Folio 
with Floral Decoration, fol. 176v. 
Photo by Author.   
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Figure 37: MA 104: Artist A, Absalom Caught in a Tree, fol. 394v.  
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Figure 38: MA 104: Artist A, 
Falcon Marginal Decoration, 
fol. 137r. Photo by Author. 

Figure 39: MA 104: Artist A, 
Falcon Marginal Decoration, 
fol. 138v. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 40: MA 104: Artist A, 
Falcon Marginal Decoration, 
fol. 153v. Photo by Author. 

Figure 41: MA 104: Artist A, 
Falcon Marginal Decoration, 
fol. 292r. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 42: The Fall and Expulsion, Speculum Humanae Salvationis, 
Bibliotheque National, Paris, MS lat. 9582, fol. 5v. After Wilson and 
Wilson, Medieval Mirror, II-4.  
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Figure 43: The Creation of Eve, 
Speculum Humanae Salvationis, 
Benediktinerkollegium 
Collection, Switzerland, Cod. 
Membr. 8, fol.3v. After www.e-
codices.unifr.ch. 

Figure 44: The Fall and Expulsion, 
Speculum Humanae Salvationis, 
Benediktinerkollegium Collection, 
Switzerland, Cod. Membr. 8, 
fol.4v. After www.e-
codices.unifr.ch. 
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Figure 45: Adam and Eve 
Working, Speculum Humanae 
Salvationis, 
Benediktinerkollegium Collection, 
Switzerland, Cod. Membr. 8, 
fol.5r. After www.e-
codices.unifr.ch. 

Figure 46: Temptation of Eve, 
Speculum Humanae Salvationis, 
Benediktinerkollegium Collection, 
Switzerland, Cod. Membr. 8, 
fol.4r. After www.e-
codices.unifr.ch. 
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Figure 47: Adam and Eve Working, 
Speculum Humanae Salvationis, Gold 
Scrolls Group, Bruges, c. 1440, New 
York, The Pierpont Morgan Library, 
Ms. 385, fol. 5r. After Corden, The 
Speculum Humanae Salvationis 
Tradition, fig. 73.  

Figure 48: Creation of Eve, Speculum 
Humanae Salvationis, Brussels, 1428, 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Ms. 9332-
9346, fol. 122v. After Corden, fig. 22.  
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Figure 49: Adam and Eve Working, Speculum Humanae Salvationis, 
Strasbourg, c. 1450, Bibliotheque National, Paris, MS lat. 9584, fol. 6r. 
After Wilson and Wilson, II-5.  
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Figure 50: MA 104: Annunciation engraving, fol. 8r.  
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Figure 51: Scouts Carrying 
the Grapes,  Spegel der 
Minschliken Zalicheid, 
Golden Scrolls Group, 
Bruges, c. 1440. 
Copenhagen, Det 
Kongelige Bibliotek, Ms. 
GkS 79f, fol. 54. After 
Corden, fig. 147.  

Figure 52: Scouts Carrying the 
Grapes, Speculum Humanae 
Salvationis, Germany, c. 1473. The 
Illustrated Bartsch, SCHRAMM 
2.436, fol. 122v. After ArtStor.  

Figure 53: Scouts Carrying the 
Grapes, Le Miroir de l’humaine 
salvation, France, 15th century. 
Chantilly, Musée Condé, Ms. 
139/1363, fol. 24r. After ArtStor.  

 

Speculum Humanae Salvationis, 
Germany, c. 1473. The Illustrated 
Bartsch, SCHRAMM 2.436, fol. 
122v. After ArtStor.  
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Figure 54: The Drunkenness of 
Noah, Speculum Humanae 
Salvationis, c. 1473. The Illustrated 
Bartsch, SCHRAMM 2.423, fol. 
106r. After ArtStor.  

 

 

 Figure 55: The Drunkenness of 
Noah, Speculum Humanae 
Salvationis, Gold Scrolls Group, 
Bruges, c. 1440. New York, The 
Pierpont Morgan Library, Ms. 385, 
fol. 22v. After Corden, fig. 59.  

 

 

 

Figure 56: The Drunkenness of Noah, Biblia Pauperum, 
c. 1462. The Illustrated Bartsch Collection, SCHRAMM 
1.228, fol. 11r. After Artstor. 
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Figure 57: MA 104: Artist A, 
Battle Scene, fol. 76r.  

Figure 58: MA 104: Artist 
A, Battle Scene, fol. 368v.  
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Figure 59: MA 104: Artist 
A, Battle Scene, fol. 133v.  

Figure 60: MA 104: Artist 
A, Battle Scene, fol. 179v.  

Figure 61: MA 104: Artist 
A, Battle Scene, fol. 180v.  

Figure 62: MA 104: Artist 
A, Battle Scene, fol. 181v.  
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Figure 63: MA 104: Artist 
A, Hanging Kings, fol. 50r.  Figure 64: MA 104: Artist A, The 

Stoning of a Man, fol. 102v. 

Figure 65: MA 104: Artist A, 
Stabbing of a King, fol. 68r.  

Figure 66: MA 104: Artist A, Punishment 
of Saul’s Murderers, fol. 371r.  
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Figure 67: MA 104: Artist A, Samson 
Beating the Phillistines, fol. 21r.  Figure 68: MA 104: Artist A, Foxes with 

Firebrands Destroying Crops, fol. 22r.  

Figure 69: MA 104: Artist 
A, Samson Destroying the 
Temple, fol. 31r.  
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Figure 70: MA 104: Artist A, David 
fighting a Lion and Bear, fol. 348r.  

Figure 71: MA 104: Artist A, David 
Presented with Armor, fol. 348v.  

Figure 72: MA 104: Artist A, David 
Slaying Goliath, fol. 349v.  

Figure 73: MA 104: Artist A, David 
with the head of Goliath, fol. 350r.  
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Figure 74: MA 104: Artist A, Moses Destroying a False Idol, fol. 216r.  
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Figure 75: MA 104: Artist A, 
Plague of Water Turned to Blood, 
fol. 277v.  

Figure 76: MA 104: Artist A, 
Plague of Diseased Livestock, 
fol. 279r.  

Figure 77: MA 104: Artist A, 
Plague of Hail and Fire, fol. 280r.  

Figure 78: MA 104: Artist A, 
Plague of Locusts, fol. 281r.  
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Figure 79: MA 
104: Stub 
between fols. 
276 and 278.  

Figure 80: MA 104: Artist A, 
Plague of Flies, fol. 278r.  
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Figure 81: MA 104: Artist A, 
Ammon Rapes Thamar, fol. 386v.  

Figure 82: MA 104: Artist A, 
Absalom Sleeps with David’s 
Concubine, fol. 391r.  

Figure 83: MA 104: Artist A, Delilah 
Ties Up Samson, fol. 27r.  Figure 84: MA 104: Artist A, Delilah 

Ties Up Samson, fol. 28r.  
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Figure 85: MA 104: Artist A, The Pharaoh’s Daughter Discovers Moses, fol. 268v.  
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